Patrick Lagadec talks to Christophe Caupenne, head of negotiators in the French elite special operations force, who discusses concerns that hostage takings and sieges might escalate, and how the human dimension must take greater precedence in planning and in society.
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Ethnocentrism can be seriously misleading. Each country has its own culture. Some hold individual human life as sacred; others have a different vision – the victim becomes a combatant (willing or otherwise), pressed into the service of state security. Here again, a quick reading of formal standards leads to the risk of very serious mistakes being made.

The public psyche becoming numbed to hostage situations is another serious risk. For instance, there has been a resurgence in ‘boss-napping’. Individual citizens – even non criminals – might come to feel that it is permissible to act in an illegal manner, owing to a creeping dynamic of contagious imitation. These last few years have seen an increased focus on unconventional and asymmetric conflicts. This could have a drip effect, eventually justifying violence in some people’s minds as a legitimate recourse against perceived wrongs. Where violent action by an individual or small group is seen by some – however misguidedly – as the underdog fighting the oppressor, the weak standing up to the strong. In effect, some might come to perceive violence as a legitimate means to resolve societal issues.

**BEHAVIOURAL EPIDEMIC**

If we do not return to the concept of respecting others and if disciplines such as human resources in industry do not re-examine their practices and management, if schools do not improve the way they educate and treat their pupils, there is a high risk that we will be confronted by a surge in behavioural or antisocial epidemics. This surge, in itself, could become an accepted feature of our communities over time, developing into a systemic crisis for societal life.

Also, we must not succumb to the primacy of the unthinkable, as demonstrated by the attacks of September 11 and the Mumbai terrorist shooting. Media attention demands and fosters ever more exceptional events. Hence, we must anticipate an escalation of terrorist acts into ever more spectacular atrocities. This is the new scenery of modern terrorism, and there will be no limit: we have to prepare for the worst. IT and networks are a further area to keep an eye on. Hostage taking in the future will use computer technology, and everything that it controls, as a Trojan horse to conduct attacks on economies, industry and societies. This means we will see a shift from a physical or individual victim to an institutional or systemic victim.

**PL:** This negotiation team development has been a major watershed. What kind of other new developments should we consider or implement now?

**CC:** At the very moment when we see the triumph of standards in our operations, the human dimension has to be totally revisited and reintroduced as being central to our systems. The human element should not be seen as bringing disorder or as a brake, holding things back. In fact, it is the vital element – including within rescue teams. The human factor brings strength to our organisations, systems, actions and strategies. In this arena, a strong effort will be necessary: we have to develop the number of local negotiators who are able to solve all sorts of conflicts from domestic, to criminal and emotional.

It would be a trap, here too, to consider that everything can be solved by centralised bodies, operating with globalised theoretical formats. The more systems develop in complexity, the more decentralised must be the responses and the more empowerment must be cultivated – with a strong development of, and focus upon, the value of a human being.

"Some hold individual human life as sacred; others have totally different vision – in such incidents, the victim becomes a combatant (willing or otherwise), pressed into the service of state security..."